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Solar tracking sets the 

sunflower apart from other 
species in the plant kingdom. 
This trait, known as 
heliotropism, is characterized in 
plants like the sunflower by the 
movement of the flower heads 
from an east-facing orientation 
at sunrise to facing west by 
sundown. One might assume 
this phenomenon is totally 
dependent on the sun. This is 
not so, according to a study 
written up in Indiana 
University's "Moment of 
Science" website. 

SUN TRACKERS 
A challenge grant made it possible 
for us to design and build isolation 
cages specifically to accommodate 
the sunflower's height. Caging is a 
strategy that ensures genetic purity 
when growing a number of 
varieties together. Small hives of 
bumblebees are placed in each cage 
to pollinate the flowers. 

By the time I returned to the 
farm on July 15, many of the 
accessions stood taller than I do at 
5 feet, but there was still plenty of 
room to maneuver around in the 
cage. There were also a number of 
flower buds beginning to emerge. 
The "tracking behavior" is 
exhibited primarily in the bud 
stage. Once the plant is in full 
flower it tends to remain facing 
east. This could be a defensive 
behavior to avoid over-exposure of 
the seeds to the sun. 

Even in the dark or isolated 
from a light source, sunflowers 
continue to bend from east to 
west as part of their circadian 
rhythm. Solar tracking has 
become a part of the sunflower's 
"daily cycle of behavior that is 
internal to the organism, rather 
than being solely triggered by 
the environment. The word 
'circadian' means 'around one 
day.' It takes roughly twelve 
hours for the sunflower to follow 
the light from east to west, and 
another twelve to automatically 

Qenius of the 
Qenus Helianthus 

During a visit on August 5, Joe 
Pappolardo joined me at the farm 
as part of his research for a book 
he's writing on sunflowers. He told 
me he just had to visit (all the way 
from Washington, D.C.) even 
putting other writing projects on 
hold, when he learned we were 

by Evelyn Rens 

reorient itself toward the east again." Heliotropism, or 
solar tracking, evolved over hundreds of years enabling 
this plant to get enough sunlight to ensure its survival. 

At the Native Seeds/SEARCH Conservation Farm, we 
are ensuring the survival of our own unique collection of 
sunflowers. In May, we planted seeds from 17 sunflower 
accessions (seeds collected from a particular place and 
time) in a field north of the barn. When they were about 
6-8 inches high, we constructed cages around each plot to 
prevent cross pollination between species and accessions. 

Native Seeds/SEARCH, Tucson AZ 

regenerating our sunflower collection this summer. While 
showing him the fields of corn (a total of 140 accessions) 
and introducing him to our pollination interns, Joe told me 
that in the field of plant research, the story of corn (see the 
last issue of the Seedhead News) has overshadowed the 
history of the sunflower as a cultivar. 

Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus) were cultivated by 
native peoples as early as 2,300 to 3,000 B.C.E. During that 
time, Native Americans increased the seed size 1,000 

continued on page 2 
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SUN TRACKERS continued from cover 

percent by selecting the largest seeds from the biggest heads 
(NRCS Plant Guide). It is suggested that the cultivation of 
sunflowers predates that of the better known "three sisters" -
corn, beans and squash. 

According to Joe, there is some debate as to where 
cultivation originally began. Some sources suggest sunflower 
cultivation took place in the Missouri-Mississippi river valley 
areas, the central plains and the Southwest. Another source 
says Peru. It is generally accepted that the Northeast U.S. is 
where cultivation began. Perhaps cultivation occurred in a 
number of places simultaneously? When European explorers 
came to the Americas, they didn't think much of Native 
Americans' use of sunflowers as a food crop. In the 
colonization process, they pushed their preferred crops of 
wheat, rye and corn, feeling sunflowers were too labor
intensive for the return. Joe says interest in the sunflower 
reached an all-time low in the U.S. in the 1800s. It took a trip 
across the Atlantic Ocean and back for the sunflower to gain 
popularity in its country of origin. 

Spanish explorers brought sunflower seeds to Europe in the 
1500s. Primarily grown as an ornamental or a curiosity, the 

Adopt-A-Crop: SUPPORT A SUNFLOWER 
Common name: Hopi Sunflower, common sunflower, wild 

sunflower 

Botanical name: Helianthus annuus L. var. macrocarpus 

Hopi name: ahkawau or akau'wosi 

Spanish name: girasol 

Notorious: Per the USDA Natural Resources Conservation 

Service website, the common sunflower makes the State 

Noxious Weed lists in 42 states. It is also the state flower of 

Kansas and the national flower of Russia. 
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PHOTOS LEFT TO RIGHT: Caging sunflowers; Suited up inside a sunflower 
cage; Apache striped sunflower. 

sunflower reached its pinnacle in Europe when Peter the Great 
of Russia discovered sunflowers in Holland and started 
growing them in his homeland. This plant took off as a crop in 
part because members of the Russian Orthodox Church, 
banned from consuming most fats during lent, were allowed to 
indulge in sunflowers' oil-rich seeds. Cultivation of the 
sunflower in Russia led to the development of the Russian 
Giant sunflower with its mammoth heads. The sunflower then 
made a triumphant return to the U.S. by way of Mennonite and 
other Russian immigrants who initially settled in Canada. The 
Mennonites sold seeds of the Russian Giant to seed companies 
in the U.S. and this variety is still available from seed catalogs 
120 years later. The head of the Russian Giant can get as big as 
12-inches in diameter! However, local varieties such as the 
Havasupai sunflower can give the Russian Giant a run for its 
money any day, with heads equally as big or bigger. 

Anthropologist Frank Cushing found sunflowers growing in 
the gardens of the Havasupai when he visited in 1881. 
Although a decline in agriculture was noted around the 1940s, 
there were still sunflowers being grown in Supai when NS/S 
co-founders Gary Nabhan and Karen Reichhardt collected 
there in 1978. This was timely as devastating floods later nearly 
wiped out farming in the Havasupai's homeland. Those seeds 
found in the bottom of the Grand Canyon are now being 
regenerated on our farm. These sunflowers have heads already 
spanning 10-16 inches in diameter and can be expected to 
produce more than 1,000 seeds per head. 

Standing in the cage with any of the sunflowers being 
grown from our collection, I found them towering above me 
(but then everyone is taller than me) and even over Joe, who 
stands 6'3". They had also completely taken over the inside of 
the isolation cages, practically bursting out of the tops and /" 

sides. There was barely room to crawl inside. 

Some of the species with larger heads were stooped over. 
The drooping heads put me in mind of a portion of the Hopi 



emergence myth I found on the Hopi tribe's 
own website. In the story, the people were trying 
to climb up into the sky to escape the 
corruption of the Lower World through the 
sipapuni, a doorway in the sky that would lead 
them into the Fourth World. Chipmunk offered 
a number of escape options, planting different 
types of seeds. The sunflower grew tall enough, 
almost reaching the sipapuni, but the weight of 
the head causes it to droop, falling just short of 
the goal. Interestingly, some sunflowers are now 
being cultivated for droopy heads, as a 
mechanism to prevent birds from helping 
themselves to their favorite seed. The u.s. Fish 
& Wildlife department rates sunflower seeds as 
the #1 best seed to serve to your avian friends in 
backyard bird feeders. Locally in Tucson, that 
would include cardinals, pyrrhuloxias and 
curve-billed thrashers. 

Europeans who colonized the United States 
may not have been interested in the sunflower, 
but in current times there are many noted 
researchers interested in the plants. Charles 
Heiser, a retired botanist from Indiana 
University is known as "Mr. Sunflower" for his 
lifelong interest and research. c.c. Jan is a 
research geneticist who has focused on 
increasing the diversity of cultivated varieties by 
introducing genes from wild varieties. Gary 
Nabhan is noted for his research and collection 
of sunflowers native to the desert Southwest. 

A couple of Gary's collecting trips for the 
USDA are documented in his book Enduring 
Seeds. The story Gary didn't tell is a success 

continued on page 4 

F�om fo�d (fo�4people mid birds) to medidne, kindling to 
cosmetics, th.�re have bee

.
n and co�tinue to be a plethora of us�s for 

the sunflofer. Certain �arieties iare grown fqr their oily seeds, others 
for.�nacking a�p still.o thers simply as.ornamentals. Sunflowers are 
grown as cas� crops in the'U.S. and around t}ie world. 

M�dichial: Reporte� medicinal properties include diuretic, expectorant, 
antiseptic, a�d insecticidal a�o�g many pthers. N�tive and traditional 
yses in

.
dicateysu�flO\vers for ailrUents �uc� as .. colds and S{).ughs;as well as 

treating scorpion stings an� snaJ<.ebites. Juice f;8111 freshly crushed 
sunflow�r stems w�s u�ed �y the Cochiti a s,;¥! remedy for cuts and ... 
wOl{.�ds. theCher8kee)1sed an i�fusion of s�l}Jlower leaves to treat the 
kidneys. Eye Tedidne.is a;yse listed by Gary Nabhan about a..Hopi 
:Black Dye sun�ow�x he .co�fctedp froT Kykotsmovi in 19�2. · 
South�estern herbal expert', Michael M()()rf'2in his book Los Rem�dios: 
Traditional Herbal Rem,.r:dies o/the $outhwest, ranks an infusion of aniI 
(the sunflower) in bathwater as mogetafely useful to alleviate arthritic 
pain and joint swellings. 

Food: Under heading "SurvivaLfood" illJude's Herbal Home 
Rlfn?dies/young su�flower buds are listed as �eing hoiled and eaten like 
br�ssel sprouts. PattyWest of the Applied �thnofcology Lab at 
Northern Arizona •. pniversity's Ce�ter for S�st�l�aplf �nvironments 
joined us a: the 1ugust NS/S staff meetingfliere s�� shared 

.
� jar of' 

pickle� sunflower buds. SampliJ1g t11e sunflowers, I found! agreed with 
Patty, the smaller, less maFme;heads w�re tastier (and tasted nothing like. 
brussel sprouts). Her simpl�xecipe follows: 

Place sunflower buds in water. Boil.!twic�,'draining the watef�ach .time. Put i1;l a 
jar and pour boiled v:neg�t with spices of your choice j�cluding cilant�o, coriander, 
dill, garlic and a chtle ofyoljf choice .. Try the Del Arbo{.chi�e fro11J NS/S ,if Y0t/like 
it hot. IMPORTANT: 0.0 not eat petals of mature s�f1?wers." 

Cultural: Sunflowers
;
have'many cultu;my rei;�ed uses Jo+ the H6pi!A" 

range of red, blue and p�rple dYf� used U; baske�ry and \Veavir).g. come, 
from the Black pye sunflowe� .. HopLmaidens used dried�Wild sunflowers, 
ground up, to create a ye�ow pow?:er �sed�n th.� f�ce during 
cerel]Jonies. 9il.that rose to the. surface when the sefds were.�oiled was 
used for the hair, as well as �edicine for the eyes. Carved f()�den 
sunflQ�ers were used as sacred objec;� to���m t�� e�rth and pring rain. 
Navajo used stalks of sunflowers to make "crude" flutes. 

' 
" '

it ,', ' · "i.\ 
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continued from page 3 

story that once again confirms the value of biological 
diversity and Native Seeds/SEARCH's mission to 
preserve crop germplasm. Australian sunflower farmers 
experienced a crisis when a new type of rust (a fungus) 
infected their plants. Research scientists found that 
Havasupai varieties of sunflower exhibit a unique gene 
that is resistant to this rust. Commercial varieties of 
sunflower seeds to be sold in Australia will now contain 
this important gene. Native Seeds/SEARCH was also 
instrumental in returning sunflower and other native 
crop varieties to the Havasupai to help rebuild their 
farming tradition. 

Sunflowers belong to the genus Helianthus, which 
comes from the Greek helios meaning sun and anthos 
meaning flower. Sunflowers are annuals and belong to 
the Asteraceae family, which includes relatives such as 
daisies, marigolds, echinacea, the common dandelion, 
even lettuce. The NS/S collection has both wild -
serpentine (Helianthus exilis) and Hopi wild sunflowers 
(Helianthus anomolus) - and cultivated - Hopi Black 
Dye and Havasupai (Helianthus annuus var. 
macrocarpus) - varieties. 

Ideally, the seeds from our growout will be harvested 
when the stalk and flower head are completely dry. 
Traditional harvesting techniques involved whacking the 
heads with a stick and catching the seeds in a basket. 

When we harvest, the dried flower heads will be cut off 
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A UNIQUE BENEFIT DINNER 
TO SUPPORT NATIVE SEEDS/SEARCH 

Join us at Janos Restaurant, located on the grounds of 
the Westin La Paloma Resort in Tucson. Start by 
sampling mouthwatering bocaditos on the patio. T hen, sit 
down to savor a 6-course dinner featuring desert foods 
in a menu created especially for this event. Wines 
personally selected by Janos accompany each course. 

And be sure to save room for the decadent dessert! 

"Native Seeds/SEARCH helps guarantee that I will 
have a wide variety of local ingredients and organizing 
these benefits allows me to say thank you and to help 
ensure their continued efforts to preserve our cultural 

heritage." - Janos Wilder 

�: 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20TH AT 6PM 

JANOS RESTAURANT - 3770 E. SUNRISE DRIVE IN TUCSON 

CrJ:st: 
$150 PER PERSON INCLUDES WINE, TAX &, GRATUITY. 

SEATING IS LIMITED AND RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED. 

CALL ERICA RICH AT 520-615-6100 

TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY. 



These are recipes we developed for one of our annual dinners to benefit Native Seeds/SEARCH, the 
local non-profit that preserves strains of seeds native to our home here in the Sonoran Desert. 

Chicken Soup with Native Posole Shrimp Ceviche 
and Pico de Gallo Yield: 2 quarts 

INGREDIENTS PROCEDURE 
INGREDIENTS 

2 qt. chicken stock 
1 c. medium diced celery 
1 c. medium diced yellow onions 
1 c. medium diced carrots 
1 Tbsp. canola oil 
3 Tbsp. freshly chopped garlic 
2 Tbsp. oregano 
1 112 c. cooked blue posole, 

drained 
1 1/2 c. cooked white posole, 

drained 

In a sauce pot sweat the diced 
veggies with the oil. Add the 
oregano and garlic and cook 
another minute or two. Add 
the drained posole. Salt and 
p�pper to taste. Add the 
chicken stock and simmer 
until the vegetables are nice 
and soft. Warm the chicken in 
the broth and reserve ke!;!ping 
the chicken warm. 

12 peeled and deveined medium shrimp 
2 oz. fresh lime juice 
2 oz. fresh lemon juice 
4 oz. fresh orange juice 
3 oz. fresh ginger juice 
1 Tbsp. chiffonnade mint 
1 Tbsp. chiffonnade basil 

PROCEDURE 
Lightly poach the shrimp in acidulated 
salted water so the shrimp is just cooked 
OIl the outside and slightly translucent in 
the cent.er.Slice the shrimp in half 
l�ngthwise and marinate in juices and 
�er�s for about. t hours. Cut the shrimp 
in.to small dice

.
�nd pack into ring or 

salt and pepper to taste 
1 c. chicken breast, poached in 

stock and finely shredded 
1 c. pico de ghllo/salsaJresca 
1 c. grated white cheddar cheese. 

Ladle into individual 

SUN TRACKERS continued frompage 4 

and the seeds manually brushed off, reducing the amount of 
chaff. Look for some new sunflower varieties to appear in the 
2005 Seedlisting. 
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onservation Farm 
Update bySuzannealnH .. n� 

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: An intern checks for pollen; 
Benito, Chris, Ali and Danny; Kristin planting Anemapsis; 
Anemapsis flower; Chris, Danny and an intern, Julie, 
harvesting lentils. 
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With one harvest in the barn, the summer season winding down, 
and another harvest to look forward to in October, it is time to 
reflect on another rich and fruitful year at the Conservation Farm. 
Beginning with the planting of cool season crops in late February, it 
seems like the season started only yesterday! For the past three years, 
we've been making an all-out effort to grow several hundred 
accessions at once. Our intention: to get the oldest, most at-risk .v 
seeds grown out and regenerated, to put newly produced healthy 
seed samples back into our seed bank freezers and, as an added 
bonus, to increase the number of varieties available to you through 
our Seedlisting. The fact we've run out of room in our seedbank and 
included over 170 new and returning offerings in our catalog speaks 
to our success. 

This year we grew another 300 crops. Cool season legumes which 
have already been harvested include 3 lentil, 5 garbanzo, 23 fava and 
6 pea accessions. Summer crops planted in May include 140 corn, 49 
squash, 17 tobacco, 32 amaranth, 17 sunflower, and 4 okra 
accessions. We also grew chile transplants (4 varieties), a pick-your-



own pumpkin patch, a half acre each of Tohono O'odham pink beans and 
Colorado River beans, and a research plot of yerba mansa (Anemapsis 
call/arnica). But it was a wild year weather-wise! We survived several hail 
storms, the first of which occurred in mid-July and shredded the leaves of 
the corn and squash, snapped the stalks of many amaranth plants, 
demolished the young tobacco and ripped chile fruits off the plants. It took 
a while, but most everything came back. While flowering seemed delayed in 
the squash, we were able to hand pollinate and hope to harvest mature 
fruits for seed. We also had torrential rains, which resulted in our fields 
flooding and remaining that way long enough to have warranted canoes to 
get around - the yerba mansa remained literally underwater for awhile 
(luckily it grows along creeks so hopefully isn't put off by water-logged 
roots); some corn lodged from the constantly wet soils and high winds, and 
the pumpkin patch was never quite able to get ahead of all the climatic 
distresses! Unfortunately, there won't be pumpkins or chiles to speak of at 
the fall harvest celebration (see back cover for more information). But a 
picture is worth a thousand words, so here in pictures are some highlights 
from the 2004 growing season! 

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: An isolation 
cage reflected in the flooded field; Our summer 
interns; Flooded amaranth plots; Peas, favas, 
lentils and garbanzos .. .  our cool season crops. 
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International Federation of 
Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM) has as its 

goal the worldwide adoption of 

ecologically, socially and 

economically sound systems 

that are based on the principles 

of Organic Agri culture. For more 

information on IFOAM see their 

website at www.ifoam.org. 

Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) was 

founded in 1945 with a mandate 

to raise levels of nutrition and 

standards of living, to improve 

agricultural productivity, and to 

better the conditions of rural 

populations. For more 

information on FAO see their 

website at www.fao.org. 

International Seed Federation 
(ISF) is a non-governmental, 

non-profit organization 

representing the seed industry. 

With members spread over 70 

developed and developing 

countries on all continents, ISF 

represents the mainstream of 

the world seed trade and plant 

breeders community, and serves 

as an international forum where 

issues of interest to the world 

seed industry are discussed. For 

more information, see their 

website at www.worldseed.org. 

IS Attends First World 
Conference on Organic 

Seed Production 

In early July, the First World Conference on Organic Seed Production: 
Challenges and Opportunities for Organic Agriculture was held in Rome, Italy. 
Jointly organized by the International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and 
International Seed Federation (ISF), and held at FAO headquarters, the meeting 
had an aura. of internationalism similar in appearance to a UN summit -
complete with earphones for simultaneous translation! Conference attendees 
came from all around the globe with nearly 300 participants from 57 countries 
and included top-level bureaucrats, researchers, small-stakeholders, multinational 
corporations, non-profits and grassroots activists. 

The three day conference examined the challenges and opportunities 
common to organic agriculture and the seed industry. Bringing together 
stakeholders from both sectors, it provided a forum for the exchange of 
informatiqp and problem-solving of issues of concern to both
scientific/technical difficulties involved with the production of organic seed, 
economics of organic seed, harmonizing regulations - particularly between 
countries, farmers' rights, diversity, etc. 

Though individual agendas were plentiful, a few topics emerged as prominent 
concerns for the majorityiof conference attendees. Among the "top ten" issues 
were: technical difficulties of producing organic seed (i.e., seed-borne diseases, 
lower yields, seed quality issues such as purity, germination and vigor); the need 
for research and development of varieties specifically adapted to organic 
production systems; lack of harmony of organic regulations between countries, 
especiallYibetween the US and Europe; and the role, if any, of genetically 
modified varieties in organic agriculture. 

The First World Conference on Organic Seed Production provided the first 
forum on a global level for the discussion of issues important to both organic 

continued next page 

LEFT: Peppers being grown in one of many greenhouses at the Cooperativa Agricola Nuova. RIGHT: Conference attendees tour 

the organic farm Cooperativa Agricola Nuova outside Rome. 
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Nearly 100 members, friends and visitors 
attended our annual San Juan's Day Celebration on 
June 27. O'odham elders Danny and Florence 
Lopez (right) led the blessing ceremony 
surrounded by a large circle of staff and attendees. 

Danny asked not only for rain for the fields but 
asked us to remember the earth and the seeds. 
Puffy clouds rolled in not long after the 
ceremony concluded. John Maynard, a Santa 
Cruz County Supervisor, also joined the circle 
and shared a few words about his early 
experiences on a farm. Guests helped harvest 
peas and plant O'odham pink beans and 
Colorado River beans. Executive Director Kevin 
Dahl led several groups on farm tours. Of 
course there was plenty of delicious food at the 
pot luck. NS/S's own Farm Tech, Benito 
Gutierrez, shared fresh roasted corn (left). 

NS/S Attends First World Conference on Organic Seed Production continued from page 8 

producers and the seed industry. Overall a productive 
conference and an important first step, it will be critical 
to maintain the momentum created and to follow-up 
quickly with "next-steps" outlined in Rome: agreement 
on a definition of "organic seed"; requiring that organic 
products begin with organic seed (see the Spring 2004 
issue, No. 84, of Seedhead News); supporting research 
on and development of effective treatments for 
pathogens on organic seed and varieties suitable for 
organic production systems; defining flexible standards 
for harmonization of regulations governing organic seed 
and products; and developing a realistic and obtainable 

timeline for implementation of such standards. 

A follow-up challenge to the conference itself will 
be the successful implementation of resolutions to the 
issues addressed by attendees. In other words, creative 
solutions to the challenges and opportunities discussed 
will mean little without effective changes in national 
and international policies and! or legislation. Moving 
the dialogue into a forum in which this can happen 
may be one of the biggest challenges faced by both the 

. 
organic sector and the seed industry. 
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News & Notes 
New Addition! 

NS/S is going through some 
growing pains, mostly as a result 
of our success. We've seen 
enough growth in our .mail-order 
business that we no longer have 
enough room in our retail space 
to keep all t�e seeds, food, 
baskets, boies and packing 
materials needed to fill the 
orders, particularly around the 
holidays. And, storing the huge harvests from our crop 
growouts of the last few years finds our seedbank full to 
the rafters. 

The solutions? Administrative staff members who had 
offices in the back of the retail store have been moved to 
another nearby location, dubbed the NS/S Annex, at 220 
E. 6th Street (just 2 blocks west of our 4th Avenue store). 
There you'll find Executive Director Kevin Dahl, 
Bookkeeper Molly Bianculli, Development Manager 
Evelyn Rens and Community Relations Coordinator Diana 
Peel and soon, our new Native American Program 
Coordinator. Please note our mailing address will remain 
the same: 526 N. 4th Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85705. The 
library that was housed at our Sylvester House location 
has also been moved to the Annex to free up space. One 
of the Sylvester House offices will be fitted with shelves 
and converted into a temporary seed storage room. A local 

Welcome aboard! 
We're thrilled to introduce Julie Evans, 
our new Operations Coordinator. Julie 
holds a Masters of Sodal Work degree 
and has spent the last six years as 
program manager with Maricopa 
County. She enjoys traveling, hiking and 
tending her garden of succulents. 

Honorarium & In 
Me.morium 
Sharon Mitchell made a gift of $.35 in 
honor of the marf1age of Jeanie & Mark Chestnutt. 

Janet Dar�y mad�a�ftof $25; a��pting Habas C�iquit� 
in memory of Hank Thayer, atarmer and veteran f£om 
Stratford, CA. 
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architect has generously donated his services to 
redesign the retail space and Richard 
Kornmeyer has donated flooring and 
installation. Although we want to minimize the 
disruption, it is possible we may have to close 
the 4th Avenue store for a few days in early 
October for some of the major renovations, so 
please call ahead. 

Other changes at the 4th Avenue store 
include the installation of a new phone system 
and a Point of Sales system. Please be patient. 

The new phone system has a lot more bells & whistles 
than the old one. As staff and volunteers go through their 
learning curve, we may inadvertently disconnect you, but 
we still want to hear from you. Please call back! We still 
plan to have a live person answering the phone whenever 
possible during business hours. At peak times, however, 
you may get our automated message which will allow you 
to either wait for a live operator or �eave a voice mail 
message that will be returned as soon as possible. Again, 
please be patient as we train ourselves to check our voice 
mail daily! Equally, staff and volunteers will need time to 
learn the new cash register for the Point of Sales system 
once it is up and running. This grant-funded improvement 
will make it possible for NS/S to keep our shelves filled 
with the foods, books and crafts that you, our valued 
customers, prefer and to better track when seeds need to 
be grown out to re-stock supplies. 

Wishlist 
� Crock pot 
-6> Business cards - white only 
� Plain paper fax machine 
� PowerPoint projector 
� Padded folding chairs for volunteers 

.� Camera tripod 
-€> Gym-style lockers (9-unit model) for 
CFarm 
� AlJ for hauling irri�ation pipe trailers 
at the Conservation Farm (4�wheel 
preferred) 

SERVICES 
�Webmaster to updatepur website 
-6> Volunteedo.oversee bulk.mail one day(.month 
� Ergono.mic specialist t.o ev:alclate our office needs 
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An unexpected feature at the Conservation Farm 
this summer -the Anemopsis-Chile pond - with 
just a few leaf tips of Anemopsis visible in the 
foreground. 
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Donation/Membership Form 
N a t i v e  S e e d s / S E A R C H  

o Gift o New member o Renewal 

o Sunflower Guild ($l,OOO/year) o Bean ($100/year) 
o Corn ($500/year) o Gourd ($45/year) 
o Chile ($250/year) o Squash ($25/year) 

o Native American outside Greater Southwest ($20) 
o Native American within Greater Southwest (free) 
Please list tribe affiliation: ________ _ 

Outside the U.S., please add $10 to all levels. 

o Donation: $ ___ _ 

o Check here if you do not want your name exchanged with other groups 
who share our view of the world. 

NAME(S) 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

EMAIL 

PAYMENT METHOD: 0 CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER 

CREDIT CARD: 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD 0 DISCOVERINovus 

CARD No. ___ _ - -
---- ---- ----

SIGNATURE _____________________ _ 
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Fall Harvest Celebration 
Saturday October 9, 8am to 2pm 

Last year an enthusiastic 
group of members and friends 
helped us thresh 0' odham pink 
beans and harvest corn at our 
annual Fall Harvest Celebration. 
Please join us for an abundant 
harvest again this year. Any 
number of crops could be ready 
to pick - corn, squash, beans. 
There may be seeds to sort and 
more beans to thresh. 

What to bring: If you plan to 
work in the fields be sure to 
bring a hat, gloves, sunscreen and 
a water bottle. Don't forget to 
bring your favorite dish for the 
native foods pot luck lunch. 

While you're in the area, 
don't miss the Patagonia Fall 
Festival on October 9 & 10. Make 
a day of it - visit the 
Conservation Farm then head 
into the town of Patagonia to 
enjoy the festival. 

Native Seeds/SEARCH 

526 N. 4th Avenue 

Tucson, Arizona 85705 

NS/S Fall Events 
NS/S Fall Harvest Celebration, Saturday, October 9, 8am-2pm. 

Help harvest mature crops and enjoy a pot luck native foods lunch 
at the Conservation Farm in Patagonia. See box to left for details. 

Janos Presents the Arizona Harvest Dinner, Wednesday, October 20,6 pm 
Janos Wilder - renowned chef and NS/S board member - prepares another not-to-be 
missed six-course dinner. See page 4 for details. 

Great Bean Tasting, Saturday, November 20, 10am-3pm. 
Get a jump on your holiday shopping and celebrate the beautiful bean at the 4th Ave. 
store. Sample from a dozen bean varieties and other delicious native foods. 

4th Avenue Winter Street Fair, December 10, 11, & 12. 
Stop by the store for Street Fair specials and finish your holiday shopping. 

On the road with NS/S - we will be busy this fall selling native foods and crafts at the 
following festivals and markets. Please stop by if we are in your area. 

Patagonia Fall Festival, October 9 & 10. 
Stop by the Conservation Farm on your way to the festival. Cali 520.622.5561 for 
directions. 

Sun Mountain Gathering, October 9 & 10, 10-5 pm. 

At the Museum of Indian Arts and Culture in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Ca11505.476.1250 
for more information. 

Navajo Studies Conference, October 20-23. 

NS/S will present the completed Agricultural Traditions of the Dine CD-ROM at this 
conference at Fort Lewis College in Durango, CO. 
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